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NOTICEBOARD
New Cyber Security Club!
Many students are aware of the growing importance of cyber security to business and organisations of all
types in the UK. Many are also, to be frank, fascinated by hacking. This is one of the reasons we have
set up a new cyber security club at PPS. Using resources created by GCHQ that represent real life cyber
threats pupils have an opportunity to work through fun challenges every Monday lunchtime. The
challenges become progressively harder with the most successful pupils potentially being invited to
residential cyber security camps.
Jamie Whiteside, Deputy Head
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NOTICEBOARD

Japanese, Mandarin, Arabic and Russian clubs have now all started!
Attendance will give students points and skills for DoE awards. For lunch clubs, please order your packed lunch from Mr
Lalande the week before.
Snacks provided! It’s not too late to join, everyone is invited. Please see lists of students signed for clubs already, dates,
times and locations.
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NOTICEBOARD
Ski Tour 2020 - Passo Tonale, Italy
Our Ski Tour for Passo Tonale next year is still taking applications! We are heading to Italy in the first week of the
Easter holidays to enjoy a week of sunny Spring skiing high up in the beautiful Dolomites of Brenta. Your Head
of Year will circulate the trip letter, which contains more information about the trip and everything that is
included, in their weekly message. There are still a few places available so please do get your permission slips in
to Mr Tasic before the half-term deadline to avoid missing out. Mr Tasic is happy to answer all and any questions
about the trip by email as well - just write to toni.tasic@portland-place.co.uk.
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Post 16 - Noticeboard!
Ashbourne Visit - Parent Invite
On Friday 4th October, Ashbourne College will be doing a short presentation to pupils, with the aim for students
to ask any questions they may have.
I do recognise parents may also have some questions about the college and have agreed for Ashbourne to stay
until 4.30pm that day.
Should parents wish to attend, they are invited to come to GPS Hall for 4.00pm on Friday 4th October in which
they can speak to Chris Mutter the Admissions Officer for Ashbourne.

College Visits
I also wish to confirm that other colleges will be invited into the school in order to speak with both students and
parents.
I am aware that not all families wish to attend private colleges, so we will be looking to invite those from the
state sector as well.

Year 10 & Year 11 Parent Information Evening
I look forward to doing a short presentation to Year 10 and 11 parents regarding Post 16 options on Wednesday
2nd October.
The event will take place in GPS Hall and will start at 4pm.

DLD College London - Taster Day - Friday 15th November 2019
Following on from the questionnaire that was answered by all of our Year 11 students a few weeks ago, twelve
pupils have expressed an interest in finding out more about DLD College London.
Therefore, DLD have kindly agreed to host a Taster Day on Friday 15th November 2019 in which pupils are able
to experience what life would be like as a DLD student.
The day will start at 9am where pupils would meet key members of staff and have different lessons throughout
the morning.
This will finish with lunch at 1pm, with all students being brought back to PPS afterwards in order to be
dismissed.
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A letter will be sent to all parents in case any other pupils would also like to attend. It will be a great experience
for students to get first hand experience of what a sixth form college would be like.

Post 16 - Noticeboard!
Post 16 Meetings - Year 11 students
My responsibility as P16 adviser is to give the best advice and opportunities for every student across the school
when making decisions moving forward.
This term my highest priority are with those in Year 11, especially as we approach the time to submit
application forms etc.
As mentioned in one of my earlier blogs, I have a list of students who have not looked at any colleges at all.
This needs to be addressed as all pupils must understand the importance of life after PPS.
Therefore, I have organised to speak with each individual student from Year 11 during lunchtimes.
Communication will be sent home to parents before and after meetings with students.

Parent Feedback
Finally, I wanted to take this opportunity to thank all parents who have given me feedback this past week.
The Post 16 Programme only launched in March of this year and is an ever developing scheme.
Without parent input we are unable to tailor the best experience for our students.
Therefore, should any parents have any feedback or suggestions regarding onward destinations please do let
me know.
Already this week I have been told about Collingham College, Hurtwood House and ArtsEd.
I look forward to exploring these options further in the coming days.

Thank you all once again for your support. Wishing everyone a restful weekend.

Michael Flack
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NEWS
Numeracy
This year there will be a big emphasis on improving numeracy across all year groups.
What is numeracy?
“The skills and attitudes that everyone needs to use numbers and data to make good decisions”
Who is involved?
Everyone: students, teachers and parents. By working together to recognise numeracy and practicing the skills,
everyone improves their numeracy.
Where is numeracy?
Everywhere. Students encounter numeracy in all subjects across their school life but we all use numeracy skills
every day, often without even realising it. The examples are endless, but include telling the time, working out
the best deals in supermarkets and deciding whether news articles are reliable.
Look out for the numeracy activities and quizzes throughout the year!
Already students have been working on their numeracy skills in various subjects:

Y6 – researching big numbers
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NEWS
Numeracy Contd...
French – simple sums

Science – investigating volume by
looking at the % of air in a crisp packet

NEWS
Former Head Girl Returns to PPS
Year 13 received a pleasant surprise when Sophia Carlton, last year’s Head Girl, arrived to share her top tips for
success in the English Literature A Level exams. Sophia, who secured her place at Durham University in the
summer, talked our current students through the best ways to access difficult questions and formulate strong
and well-reasoned arguments, which is a key A Level skill. Sophia was so good at the aforementioned skill, that
Ms Baig and Ms O’Donnell are pinning their hopes on her being the future Prime Minister! Thank you so much
Sophia and best of luck at Durham!
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NEWS
Tempest
After a morning of rehearsals, the cast of The Tempest had the fantastic opportunity to work with the
Shakespeare Schools Festival team on workshopping ideas and developing their characters. Together with Danes
Hill School at Cecil Sharp House, the students collaborated on ideas to create a new and exciting scene.
Lots of excellent ideas to work on, thank you to SSF!
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NEWS
Library News, E-Books!

I am delighted to announce that students from Years 6 -13 now have access to a huge number of e-books via
the Wheeler’s e-book platform. Students who use the school’s I-pad devices will notice an app with the
branding above has appeared and will enable them to browse and borrow books wherever they are, once they
have an internet connection.
Students without devices can also download the Wheeler’s app from the Apple Store or Google Play to get
started.
You will need your school email address and the password can be found on Firefly. Click Resources – Library and
choose e-books from the menu for further instructions. You can then browse, select and borrow a book to read.
This facility will open up reading to many more students and is an exciting, modern addition to the resources
that the school library provides.
Maternity Leave
This is my last week at Portland Place for now as I will be on maternity leave until the end of this academic year
and the role of librarian at Portland Place will be covered by Abbi Baker. Please direct any library related queries
to her on: abbi.baker@portland-place.co.uk
Mrs Carvalho, Librarian

Y6 – researching big numbers
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SPORTS
U16s Football
Thames Christian College - Portland Place School - 6
It was a gorgeous afternoon in Barnes for the Under 16s to play their first game of the season against Thames
Christian College. The game got off to a very even start, Thames looked good going forward and had a few very
talented footballers who kept the ball close to them. PPS had speed on their side with Alex McDonald and Ben
White at centre forward. PPS took the lead after 15 minutes from a long range free kick that Alex McDonald fired
into the top left corner, leaving the Thames goalkeeper with no chance. This gave PPS the confidence they
needed to take charge of the game and they really kicked on after that. The ball in behind the Thames defence
was the key to the PPS attack. Ben White benefited from this play to run in and score the second for PPS.
Directly from the kick off Alex McDonald grabbed his second of the game after a superb interception and finish.
Shortly before half time Thames scored a penalty and PPS went into half time with a 3-1 lead. The second half
PPS were fantastic and dominated throughout. Nico Blakemore got himself on the scoresheet, Ben White with
his second goal of the game and finally Alex McDonald finished the game with his third. A great first game for the
Under 16s. Well done!

Elliot Greenfield about to head the ball
PPS U15s v Radnor House
PPS 1 v 3 Radnor
On Thursday 19th September PPS u15s took on Radnor House in a highly entertaining game of football.
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PPS started the first half really well, the boys passed the ball with pace and purpose and worked hard both on
and off the ball. After 10 minutes PPS were rewarded for their positive start with debutant Benjamin White
scoring an excellent goal. He received a pass, beat two defenders and powered the ball in to the keepers near
post. Mid way through the half Radnor started to see a little more possession but the PPS back four prevented
any clear chances with some resolute defending. Just before half time PPS were unlucky not to double their lead,
when Oscar Bolgar hit a powerful effort from the edge of the box that was well saved by the keeper.

SPORTS
At the start of the second half Radnor started to improve, keeping possession of the ball and making PPS work
hard in defence. Elliot Greenfield put in a number of outstanding challenges on Radnor’s powerful striker and
Teddy Desmond seemed to be making tackles everywhere. The problem was PPS just kept giving the ball away!
Radnor equalised midway through the first half and unfortunately took the lead just minutes later with a
fortunate deflected effort that wrong footed keeper Adam Khan. PPS came to life for a ten minute period
towards the end of the match and Sam Ingram was very unlucky not to equalise after a well worked counter
attack. PPS continued to push for an equaliser but unfortunately it was Radnor who scored after a defensive mix
up at the back. 3-1 to Radnor the final score
The boys were very unlucky against a strong Radnor team. The boys matched their physicality and desire but the
unfortunate deflected shot came at a key time in the match and the boys just couldn’t find that clear chance to
equalise. Milan Luther had his best game to date in a PPS shirt, Dylan Young and Teddy Desmond put in positive
performances in midfield but man of the match goes to Elliot Greenfield who made tackle after tackle and was
excellent at centre back.

PPS U14s v Radnor U14s
PPS 1 – 2 Radnor
On an extremely hot September afternoon, PPS u14s made their way to Teddington to take on Radnor House in
a very competitive game of football.
The early stages were quite scrappy as both teams battled well all over the pitch. Elliot McLeod played some
brilliant ‘through balls’ midway through the second half and Lloyd Day was unlucky to put an effort just wide after
he powered away from the Radnor defence. Towards the end of the half Radnor started to control the game as
the boys struggled to keep the ball. Radnor made the break through minutes before half time with a well taken
finish.
In the second half the boys started a little slowly but looked solid at the back with Nicholas Bartha making a
number of outstanding challenges on Radnors dangerous striker. PPS started to pass the ball with more pace and
purpose in midfield but struggled to create any clear cut chances against Radnor’s strong back four. Mid way
through the half Radnor doubled their lead with another well taken goal that the boys could do little to prevent.
PPS did not let their heads drop and continued to fight their way back into the game. PPS got a deserved
consolation goal when Elliot McLeod played an excellent defence splitting pass and Lloyd Day showed great
composure to rifle the ball into the bottom corner! Game on! PPS continued to press, but unfortunately could
not find an equaliser in the last couple of minutes with the final score 2-1 to Radnor.
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SPORTS
It was a tough game but a fair result. The boys defended
really well against Radnor pacey and powerful attack but
struggled to keep possession of the ball in midfield and the
attacking third.
Sam Meyer and Tom Hallam worked their socks off in
midfield, Elliot McLeod was very creative with his passing
and created most of PPS’s chances. Lloyd Day, playing a
year up, showed great aggression and physicality against
Radnor’s strong defenders, he also took his goal really well.
Man of the match goes to Nicholas Bartha who defended
like a man possessed! He was excellent. Unlucky boys and
good luck in your next game.

Swimming: North London ISA Championships
Unfortunately these have been cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances. The North London team will now be
picked from recorded race times over 50m in the various strokes. If any pupils would like to be considered to
represent North London in the ISA National Champs in November, please speak to a member of the PE
department and submit your times. It would be preferable if these were official with a link to their whereabouts
online, if possible.
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Calendar & Contact
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